PHOTO SHOOT TOPIC

Landscape Horizontal

CAMERA DATA
Camera Model
Mode
Lens
Focal Length Used

D300s
Manual
18-70mm
55mm

ISO
F-Stop
Shutter Speed

250
8
1/30

Why did you decide to take this photo?
(motivation, feelings, emotions)
I have always thought that the majestic Rocky Mountains form a perfect natural temple. The
first time I saw this little church, made of native stone, set before the great mass of Mount
Copeland it struck an emotional note on my soul. For 15 years I have wondered how to capture
the spiritual magic of this scene.

What did you want the viewer to think or feel when they see this photograph?
My goal was to make the viewer feel the awe and power of this simple mountain scene. I wanted
the first viewing of this subject to grasp the viewer and create a felling of majesty, power and
spirituality.

What photograph challenges faced you when you took this photo and how did you overcome
them?
I have tried to take this particular photo for several years and have never found the right light for
the mood I wanted to create. This one time things fell into place.
My first challenge was to find the right light to impart power and mood. Since the church is in a
valley, facing east only morning light strikes the stonework. Midday light is harsh and flat and
afternoon light would backlight the building and place it in shadow. Daybreak in the high
mountains always creates the alpen glow that warms all it touches and also creates a more
narrow tonal range which is more easily rendered in digital files. Technically to shoot this photo
I needed a tripod (with extra weight due to the force of the wind). I also used mirror lockup, and
a cable release to reduce vibration. I shot in manual mode because I wanted more control over
the exposure than a simple metering of the scene would allow. I needed a Graduated Neutral
Density #3 to bring the highlights into a better tonal range thus allowing for more detail in the
shadows. Knowing the dark tones in the photographic subject I choose a low ISO to reduce
noise and maintain clarity and sharpness. I choose a zoom lens because I knew the light would
change rapidly and I would not have enough time to constantly more to compose the scene.
Taking this photo also required getting up and being in position at 4:00 a.m. to catch the morning
light. This meant walking 1.5 miles in the dark to reach the proper vantage point to compose the
scene.

POST PROCESSING
What computer programs were used
Lightroom
in processing this photograph?
What adjustments did you make to this photograph and why did you make them?
The photo was shot in RAW to capture as much detail in the photo file as possible and to
preserve shadow detail.. I adjusted for camera vivid, used minimal fill light and reduced
highlights slightly. I applied normal clarity adjustment, sharpness and contrast. I also reduced
reds because nature imparted more than enough in the early morning light.

